edges uv of G and are all distinct and the function f is called the super beta combination labeling of G .
Definition 1.2.[1]
The n-bistar graph n n B , is the graph obtained from two copies of 
MAIN RESULTS

Theorem 2.1: Every n-bistar n n B
, admits a super beta combination labeling. Proof: Let
Hence n Q ia a super beta combination graph.
Theorem 2.4: Every helm
n H is a super beta combination graph.
. Hence n H ia a super beta combination graph.
Theorem 2.5:
The Comb
admits a super beta combination labeling.
ia a super beta combination graph.
Theorem 2.6:
The graph 1 K C n  is a super beta combination graph.
Super beta combination labeling
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Proof:
Example 2.7:
A super beta labeling of Comb Proof: From the definitions 1.1 and 1.8 , we obtain , 
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Proof:Put
t a w   . dt a b t t a b I v f a b u f v f 1 ) ( 0 1 ) ( 1 ) ( 1 ) (                .............(1) In (1) , put s a b t   .Then   ds s s a b I v f u f v f u f 1 ) ( 1 0 1 ) ( 1 ) ( ) ( 1 ) (         That is )) ( ), ( ( ) ( 1 ) ( ) ( v f u f a b I v f u f      =   )( 1 ) ( )( uv f a b s v f u f    .
Corrollary 3.3:
Let G be a super beta combination graph with a super beta combination 
Theorem 3.5: Let G be a super beta combination graph with a super beta combination
every adjacent vertices u , v in G and for every positive real numbers a and b .
abc cubic units., using Corrollary 3.3. 
